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B[_BLEBEE _ MISSILE AT SIGH SUBSONIC SPEEDS

By Warren H. Nelsca

The results of au investigation of a i/6-scale model of the Bumble-
bee _ missile to determine the causes of booster--fin failures on the

full-scale missile are presented. The Mach number range was 0.20 to 0.94,

and the corresprnding Reynolds number range _s 325,000 to 1,955,000,
based on the body diameter. It was concluded that the failures of the

. fins were due to launchi_E shoes which caused the missile to trim at

Increasingly negative angles of attack as hhe Mach number increased up to

0.86. Ondel....._.._oeconditions, the booster fins apparently became ever_
loaded to the point of faiiur_

Addl tianal tests wore made with wing spoilers and alternate booster

fins to determine their effect ou stability. The wing spoilers were

effective in increasing the stability except at low Mach numbers and small

angles of attack. The alternate booster fins increased the stability by

an amount equal to a neutral--polnt shift of 6 percent of the total missile.•k

length.

' INTR ODUCTION

The launching of the first full-sca!e Bumblebee LT V-B _XPM) test

•ehlcle from a ramp was successful and normal accelerated flight occurred

for about 2 seconds. At this point, all four booster fins were torn lo(:se
from the booster body in less than one-thirtieth of a second. From the

analysis of flight data it was thought tlmt the failure occurred at a _ch

number close to 1.0, and that the angle of attack tncrea_ markedly prior
to failure. Careful study of the data and ths recovered components indi-

cated that possible causes could be: (i) a large decrease in longitudinal

stability Just before failure, and (2) progressive twisting of the booster

fins due to torsion_l weakness. As a result, a second test vehicle on
' which the torsional rigidity of the fins was greatly increased was launched.

The results were identical wlth those for the first vehicle. The large

torsional rigidity which -#asbuilt into the fins ruled out ftn torsional
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2 NA"I RM A50III

weakness as the primary cause of failure. Consequently, the basic cause

was thought to be the decrease in longitudinal stability.

In order to investigate the reason and possible remedies for the

booster-fin failures, and t_ obtain data at a reasonably large Reynolds

number and at speeds close to sonic, te_ts of a I/6-scale model of the
Bumblebee XPM missile were conducted in the Ames 16-foot high-speed wind

tunnel. These tests were made at the req1_st of the Bureau of Ordnance,

Department of the Navy.

Additional tests were made of the model with wing incidence varied,

with wing spoilers, with alternate booster fins, and in various rolled

positions to determine the effect of these variables on stability.

NGTATI ON

The coefficients used in this report differ from the standard nomen-

clature in that the body-cross-section area is used instead of the wing

area, the missile length is used in place of the wing mean aerodynamic

chord, and the body diameter is used in calculating Reynolds number.

/ moment _
Cm pitchlng-moment coefficient about, the center of gravity ._

(Ce_,ter of gravity at 0.598 I gith short booster, qS_ J
0.565 _ with long bboster)

fN '_

CN normal-_orce coefficient _-_)

M Mach number

N normal force, ponds

P pressure coefficient <_A)

Pcr critical pressure coeff1: lent

P Reynolds number _Y_>

S area of body cross sec _ion, sq_mre feet

V free-etr,_,amvelocity, feet per second

d body llameter, feet

body length (including booster), fee_

(Body length with short booster, 4.97 ft; with long booster, 5.41 f_)
0

p local _tatic pressure, ponds per square foot
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NACA I_4AgOIil 3

• Po free-stream s_atic pressure, pounds per square foot

q dynamic pressure _ pV , pounds per _quare foot

m angle of attack of body center line, degrees

mt angle of attack for trim, degrees

v kinematic viscosity, square feet per seccmd

p density, slugs per cubic foot

MODEL AND APPARATUS

A I/6-ecale model of the B',,blebee XPM missile was supplied by the

Applied Physics Laboratory of The Johns Hopkins University for these tests.

The basic dimensiuns of thb model are given in figure 1. Figure 2 is a

photograph of the model mounted in the Ames 16-foot high-speed wind tunnel.

Forces cm the model were measures by means of strain gages mounted
. cm the sting. With the strain gages mounted as they were, It was possible

to ascertain on/j normal force and pitching mmne_t. The 8_igle of attac_

of the model was measured by optical means.

Two booster lengths were provided: modification II (shozt booster)
and modification Ill (long booster). The contractor's nomenclature for

the booster lengths has been used here; however, In the remainder of
this _eport, modifications II and III will be referred to as the short

and long boosters, respectively. The short booster was provided so that

the configuration that failed In flight could be tested; however, the
long booster has since super'Jeded the short one.

TESTS

The Investlgaticm was conducted at Mach numbers from 0.20 to 0.94 and

corresponding R_ynolds numbers from 925,000 to 1,990,000 (based on body

diameter), as shown in figure 3. The maximum Mash numbers obtained were

limlt,d by the power available to the wlnd tunnel.

Tests were made of the original model wlth various latm.chlng-shoe

• posltl_ s, including symmetrically mounted shoes. The optimum shoe posl-

tlcms were then used on the revised model during tests of wing spoilers,
of various wlng incidences, of alternate booster flns with the missile-

booster combination in rolled at tlt_ of the missile rolled relative
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to the booster. The short boc_ter, hoisting lugs, anl launching shoes

of the origJr_l model were replaced by a long bcost gr, m 4if led hoisting
lugs, ar_l launching shoes on the revised model.

Constriction corrections were applied to the tunnel--_mpty calibra-
tion according to the methods of reference i. Tunnel-wall corrections

were not applied since they were within the accuracy of Lhe data.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section is in two parts: The first covers a discussion of the
results of tests to determi,e the causes of the fin failures on the

original m_ssile, and methods developed to alleviate these failures; and
the second psaot covers a discussion of the results of tests of the
revlsedmodel.

Aerodynamic Characteristics of the Orlginal.Model

The first model tested in the Ames 16-foot hlgh--speed wind tunnel
represented the Bumblebee RTV--N-6a (XPM) missile. The results indicated

that at 0° angle of att-_k there existed a positive lift _?xcept for

Mach numbers be!_ 0.70) and a negative pitching moment (figs. _ and 9).

The trlm angles indicated by extrapolation of the pitching-moment curves

decreased from-0.9 ° at 0.2 M_ch number to-6.7°at 0.88_ch number,

then increased to --4.9° at 0.94 _ch number as shown in flg_re 6. Wlth

the exception of the hoisting lugs and launching shoes (fig. 7), the
model was symmetrical. To check the effects of air-stream angle, the

model was tested in an inverted position. The results (figs. 4 and 91

show a positive pitching moment equal in magnitude to the negative

pitching moment experienced in the normal position, thus confirming the
asymmetry of the model charactoristics.

Since the holctlng lugs and launching shoes were the only unsymmet-
rical parts of the original model, they were removed and tests were

made. The data shown in figures _ and 9 indicate essentially zero mGment

at 0° angle of attack for this condition; the small negat've pitching

moment and normal force that did e:-Istcan be attribubed to slight
mlsallnements of the model. The trlm-angle change with Mach number for

the original model less hoisting lugs and launching shoes, as shown in

figure 6, is at m_st -0.6 ° Th_ previously mentioned trim angles are
badea un the location of the center-of-gravlty position at zero Mach
number. The center of gravity of the full-scale vehicle moves forward

l_nearly as the M_ch namber increases, the distance moved in inches

being equal to 12.9 times the Mach number. Applying this relationship
to the wind-tunnel data increases the trim angle as shown in fi6ure 6.
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, The normal-force an_l stability parameters dCN/&_ and dCm/dC N

are presented as a function of Mach number in figure 8, and are the

average slopes near zero normal force. In general, there was a slight
decrease in stability as the Mach number was increased. The normal-

force parameter dCN/d_ rem, ined essentially constant up to a Mach
number of 0.70, then Increase_l. Removing the hclsting lugs and the

launchlng shoes had little effect on the normal--force and stability

parameters dCN/d_ and dCm/C N.

The relative values of the posltlve llft and the negative pltcning
moment exlstlng at 0° angle of attack with the hoisting lugs and the

launching shoes In posl+lon Indicated that the pitching moment might

have orlglmat_1 from a llft force in the vlclnlty of the booster fins.

A test was therefore made wltk Just the rear launching shoes In posltlon,
and the data (figs. _ and 9) show that the negative pitching moment at

0° angle _s the same as for the model wlt_ the hoisting lugs a_l launch--

ing shoe_ In place. This com_Lrlson indicated that the ne_tlve pitch--

lng moment was caused by the rear shoes.

The results of tests with the rear launching shoes faired are also

shown In figures 4 and 9. Fairing the shoes eliminated" the negative
pitching moment at 0° angle of attack at a _ch n'mmber of 0.70, b_t at
0.89 _ch number the effect was only to reduce the negative pitching
moment to about half what It was with the shoes unfalred.

To obtain a more complete understanding of the effect of the ree_'

launching sho(, two rows of static-pressure orifices were installed on
the alternate se_ of booster fins. The albernate booster fins differed

geometrically from the standard fins (fig. 1); bogeyer, the interference

effects of the launching shoes should be similar to those with the

standard flns. Figure 9 is a plot for 0.89 Mmch number of the pressure
coefficients obtained at two spanw_se statlons from tests with and

without the hoisting lugs and launching shoes In place. The decrease in

the negative pressures on the lower surface forward of the shoes

accounts for the pogltive llft and negative pitching moment.

Aerodynamic Characteristics of the Revise_ Model

As a compromise between the best aerodynamic design and the launch--

ing requirements, the shoes and lugs were faired and the rear shoes were

moved forward of the fin leading edge. The two single hoisting l_,gs

were changed to two double lugs and were placed diametrically opposite

the launching shoes and n_de aerodynamically similar to the launching
shoes. Figure 7 is a drawing and f_gure lO, a photograph showing the

original _nd new shoe and lug pos_tlone.
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The data for the revised model, using these launching-shoe and

hoisting-lug positions on the long booster, are shown in figures ii
throu@a 13. In general, there was no significant pitching moment or

lift present at 0° angle of attack. A trim angle of about -0.5 ° eT.isted

throughout the _ch number range, as shown in figure 13. This s_'l

trlm angle was probably due to slight mlsallnements of ths model. The

normal--force parameter as a function of Mach number (fig. 13) remained
abou,_ constant up to a Mach number of 0.90, above which it increas_

slightly. The stability was slightly less than its low--speed value as
the Mach number was increased up to D.85, above _lhlchit decreased

rapidly. The results of tests with various l_S of the revised model
remov_,__are also shown in figures ii through 13.

The results of changing the incidence on two diametrically opposite

wings ars shown in f_.gures 14 through 16. The normal--force character-

istics shown in figure 14 for wlng incidences of 2° and 4° with the fins
in the normal position, end 4° with the fins rolled 45°, are the same

as those for 0° wing incidence except for a small decrease in the angle

of attack for zero lift. The stability was th_ same for all the wing--
Incldence tests at normal-force ccefficients near zero. The stability

increased rapidly above a normal--force coefficient of about 4.5 for the

_o wing Incidence, and increased rapidly above a normal--force coeffi-
cient of about 2.5 for the 4° wing incidence. The trim angles as a

f_ction of Mach number for the various wing Incldences are rhown in

figure 16. The _rlm angle increased roughly 2° for each 2° increase in

wing incidence. The trim angle increased throughout the _ch number

range. Rolling the booster flns 45° had little effect on the trim angle.

Since the cause of the flight failures was originally thought to be
lack of stabillty, the model was fitted so that various methods for

_ncreaslng the stabillt; could be investigated. Even though it was
found that lack of stability was not the cause of the flight failure_,

testa of these methods for increasing the stability were made and are

reporte_ In the remainder of this discussion. The results of tests of

spoilers on the wings (fig. 17) are shown in figures 18 and 19. The
normal--force results (fig. 18) are similar to the results without

spoilers except for a slight decrease in the ncrmal-f_e parameter.

The stability was increased except at the ic_ Mach numbers an_ small

angles of attack.

Data fo_ tests with the miss_l_ rolled 22.5° relative to the

booster so that the missile tails were In line with the booster fins are

shown In f_gures 20 and 21. The normal--force data were not altered by
the change except for a slight decrease in the normal-force parameter,

which was probably caused by the change in the tall wake acting on the
booster fins. The stability was about the same for both cou_itions.
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,
- _ ^ Data for tb,,¢ _._-modeZ, including the booster rolled 45° an_

90_, are shown in f L_'_J_-_:_ u ' t_rough 24 The normal force _aramete_s
for the mode.% lu

the _ ):sitlons increased wlth increasing _ch
number. For t_, _5u p_siL_or, however, at 0.9 _ch number, the noFmal-
force parameter for thls po_ Itlon decrBased to Below that for OO roll as

shown in flgur) 25. The stability pa/_meter as a function of M_ch

numbe_ (fig. _ _) fo,' the b o roll was about the same as for the 0° posi-
tlon up to a _;mch number of 0.8.5°, above which the stability 'ncreased.

The stab_llty for the _, position decreased throughout the Much number
range, decreasing mor_ rapidly above 0.9.5Mash number.

The results of tests wlth the altelmate booster fins are shown _n

figures 2.5and 26. The dimensions of the fins are shown in figure 1.
The normal-force an/ stability parameters are shown as a function of

Much number _n figure 27. The stability for the model with the alter-

nate booster fins was greater than wlth the stan_%rd fins by an amount

corresponding to a neutral--polnt shift of 6 percent of the total missile

length. There was little change !n stability with Much number up to
0.88, above which the stability decreased rapidly. The normal-force

parameter was increased an average of abeut 20 percent wlth the use of
alternate booster fflns.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It was concluded that the failures of the booster fins on the

Bumblebee missile were due to launching shoes which caused the missile

to trim at increasing negative angles of attack as the Much number

increased. Under hess conditions, the booster fins apparently became

overloaded to the polnt of failure. (Subsequent to the tests reported
herein, It has been determined that the torsional deflection of the

missil6 wings also contributed to the failure of the booster fins.)

A design was developed for the launching shoe_land hoisting lugs
_hlch eliminated the adverse effect on the p.ltching moment. It con-

sisted of faired shoes and lugs, with rear shoes moved forward of ths

_in leading _dge. The single hoisting lugs were changed to double lugs

placed dlametrieally opposite the shoes and made aerodynamically similar
to the Isunching shoes.

Wir_ spoilers were effective in Increaslng the stability except at
l_ Much numbers and small angles of attack.

The alternat_ boo_,ter flns increased the stability by an amount

equal to a neutral point shift of 6 percent of the total misP,ile length.

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory,

National Advisory Contulttee for Aeronautics,

Mo_'fett Field, Callf.
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i. Herr_oh, John G. : Blo_kage Corrections for Tbmee-Dimensional-Flow
Closed-Throat Wizzl Tunnels, With Consideration of the Effect of

Compressibility. NACA RM A7B28, 1947.
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Figure 7.- Shoe ond lug positions on the origmol ond revised model.
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